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Abstract: The basic and primary responsibility of an examination board is the evaluation of answer scripts of the
candidates and for the evaluation purpose, qualified human resource is required and then they are being incentivized for
their work by the process of remuneration. Given the number of answer scripts that are being evaluated by an
examination board, the billing part of the board becomes very critical and its automation is the key as the manual
processes makes the system very difficult to manage and is prone to errors. The automation makes the system efficient
and reliable both in terms of cost and time.
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I INTRODUCTION
certain packets in each programme by giving the packets to
head examiners to ensure fair evaluation. The role of
he Jammu and Kashmir State Board of Technical
checkers then is to recheck the answer script for any
Education (JKSBOTE) came into being as an individual
unevaluated question in answer script besides finding any
entity under the Directorate of Technical Education in 1981.
counting discrepancy.
It has now been transformed into an autonomous body by an
Earlier the entire system of Evaluation Management
Act of 2002, of the J&K State Legislature. The volume of the
used to be manual and every evaluator/checker had to keep a
work of the JKSBOTE has increased manifold over the years
record at his/her place to claim the remuneration charges later
with the increase in the number of courses offered by the
on and at the boards end, manual registers would be
Polytechnics and also the increase in the number of
maintained for recording the same and then the bills
Institutions/Seats.
amounting to 1000s of pages would be processed one by one
One among the main primary works of the board is
for any discrepancy, then only the payment could be released
to evaluate the answer scripts. The evaluation process starts
and the entire process of bill verification and payment would
with the collection of answer scripts from the different
take few months to complete.
examination centers across the state. The answer scripts are
The project was designed and developed with an aim
stored in the secrecy section of the board and in board they
to eliminate the manual record keeping besides increasing the
are being mixed and coded in order to ensure fair evaluation
efficiency of the system in terms of cost and also removing
process. The answer scripts are managed by creating packets
duplications if any and also ensuring all bills are processed in
with each packet being given a unique identification number.
go.
The size of the packet (number of answer scripts in a packet)
Methodology
is limited to fifty (50) for proper identification and storing
The entire billing system was designed on the
purpose.
concept of Model View Controller with due emphasis on
The packets are then given to different evaluators for
each component.
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II THE MODEL PART OF BILL MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
The Model Part of the Bill Management System
consists of the database design and a relational model was
used for its development. The database language used to
create and manage the backend database was MS SQL
because of its durability and transactional property.
The ER Model of the Bill Management System is as
shown in Fig-1.

a.

b.

c.
d.
e.

Figure 1: ER Model of Bill Management System
The various entities used in the system are as:
Packet: This entity is used for the basic details of the packet,
the packetID , a unique ID generated at the time of creation
of the packet. The FirstCode and LastCode of this packet
indicate all the codes which are part of this packet. It is to
mention here that packet has all the codes in between the first
and last code.
CodeRegister: This entity is used to store the data related to
the evaluators in relation to the packets issued to them. Also
the checker data is also stored here only. Besides due to its
separation from Packet table, it can contain multiple rows
regarding the same packet in order to meet out the
requirement of multiple evaluations for some packets.
Checker: The basic details regarding the checker are stored in
this table.
Evaluator: The basic compete details are stored in this
relation.
Bill: It is that kind of relation in which the data pertaining to
various bills of evaluators and checkers is stored.
The Controller Part of Bill Management System:
The Controller part of the system handles the
various kinds of operations that need to performed viz-a viz
to the backend database and front end interface. The entire
scripting of the controller is done in PHP and different kinds
of handlers are used for various kinds of operations. The
MSSQL database queries are embedded in PHP only and are
executed in the database server through special functions like
sql_srv_conn and sql_srv_query etc. from the PHP server
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only by creating proper connections and exchanging
messages from each other.The ODBC packages for SQL are
used for communication between web server & database
server.
The various kinds of handlers that have been used in
the bill management part are:
1. Handlers related to a Packet:
a. Packet Creation Handler: This is used for creation of a
new Packet by generating a unique ID to the Packet at
run time and getting packet information like subject,
programme etc., first code, last code from the user end
through the interface provided to the user.
b. Packet Updation Handler: It is used to update the value
of various status variables of the packet during it
processing. The Packet can be in the stages like
‘NotAssignedEvaluator’,’InEvaluation’,EvaluatedbutNot
Checked’, ’Checked’, ’Entered’, ’Decoded’, and
’Finalized’ during its life time and appropriate handlers
have been created to ensure the transition of a packet
from one state to another state.
2. Handlers related to Users:
a. Evaluator Creator/Updater Handler: This part of the
system deals with creation of evaluators by creating their
profiles. Once a profile of an evaluator is created ,he/she
logs in to the system to check about the packets that have
been assigned to him/her and can update his/her details
including the bank details,
b. Checker Creator/Updater Handler: They are just like
evaluator handlers with just the difference in role.
3. Handlers related to Bill:
a. Bill Generator Handler: This Handler is an important
part of the entire system of billing. This part deals with
the creation of individual bills for each user viz
Evaluator, Checker and Head Examiner. The
remuneration rates are different for different types of
users and certain conditions like a fixed minimum
amount for a packet if the amount as per rate becomes
less than the fixed minimum ,eg. Currently the min
amount is set at Rs 100/- per packet for an evaluator and
Rs 13 per sheet otherwise. Besides Conveyance Charges
are calculated for the users which is based on the number
of days calculated on the basis of Date of Issue and also
subject to minimum of 40 papers per day.
The View Part of Bill Management System:
This part of the system deals with interface
development and a final product in the form a verified
Consolidated Bill & System Generated Payment Authority
Letter for bank both in excel and pdf versions. The interfaces
have been developed in Html, JavaScript & CSS has been
extensively used for styling of pages. The various interfaces
developed include interface for adding user, adding packet &
generatingBill
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Figure 2: Interface for adding a new user

Figure 3: Interface for adding a packet

Figure 4: Interface for Generating Bill
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The Sample Bill (Final Product) Produced from the Bill Management is as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Sample Bill Produced from the Bill Management
III CONCLUSION
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engineering department of the University of ALIn this paper billing system through Automated ER
mustansiriya, "Design and Implementation of SET Enabled
model of Bill Management System was implemented. Some
E-commerce System",2005.
of the concepts of security and Automation have been applied
in this system to protect the system from unauthorized access.
This system increases productivity. The implementation of
the proposed system will go a long way in improving the
evaluator service in the utilities.
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